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LPG: Everything under control
GOK present new Caramatic BasicControl gas cylinder remote display for two-cylinder
systems in motor caravans, caravans and on boats.
Marktbreit, July 2021 – At the Caravan Salon, everything at GOK focuses on safety and
professional handling of LPG in the leisure market. For example, the company presents for the
first time the Caramatic BasicControl gas cylinder remote display which reliably indicates
whether a cylinder needs to be changed in the Caramatic BasicTwo two-cylinder system in
motor caravans, caravans or on boats. Those who want to precisely determine and follow the
filling level of LPG cylinders can also take a look on the GOK stand at the upgraded Senso4s
PLUS level gauge for leisure vehicles.
GOK show the Caramatic BasicControl remote display, a newly developed information and control unit
for the use in motor caravans, caravans and in the marine business. Without having to open the gas
bottle locker, it allows reliable monitoring of the LPG cylinders. The remote display is compatible with
Caramatic BasicTwo, an automatic regulator changeover for two-cylinder systems made by GOK: If
one cylinder is empty, the system changes automatically over to the other. So far, it has been
necessary to manually check whether gas is drawn from the service cylinder or already from the
reserve cylinder, or whether a cylinder exchange is expected in the next few days. Using Caramatic
BasicControl, this is clear with just a glance at the display module at all times.
Easy retrofitting
Campers and boat owners who already use the Caramatic BasicTwo two-cylinder system, but without
remote display, can retrofit the Caramatic BasicControl easily and quickly. To do this, the housing only
has to be clicked onto the changeover controller and the sensor placed in the pipe system. If you then
lead the two cables to the information and control unit, you will see immediately from which cylinder
gas is currently being taken and whether a replacement is necessary.
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Senso4s PLUS: Up to date
Another tool for gas level monitoring is the upgraded Senso4s PLUS level gauge. It measures the
current filling level of the LPG cylinder in the motor caravan and caravan and forwards it to the related
app which generates a consumption forecast. In this way, you always have an overview of how long
the gas will last and when it will be necessary to remove the bottle and replace it by a full one. Thanks
to ATEX certification and a motion sensor, the Senso4s PLUS can be used while driving and can
constantly remain in the bottle locker.
Test device for pressure regulators: Regulator Check LPG PRO
Particularly trade visitors such as G 607 experts and inspectors as well as workshop staff are likely to
be interested in the electronic Regulator Check LPG PRO. The test device can control the flow and
closing pressure of low pressure regulators both fully automatically and individually. The test data is
saved via the USB interface. The Regulator Check LPG PRO is suitable for testing pressure
regulators up to 80 mbar in leisure vehicles and on smaller boats. Additional safety: The test gives the
operator the certainty that the pressure regulation system is working properly and that it can be
repaired in case of any complaints.
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About the company
The company GOK Regler- und Armaturen-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG is one of the leading addresses when it
comes to regulator technology for LPG and fuel oil. The range of products and services offered by the mediumsized company extends far beyond just regulators and fittings, however. GOK also offers a full range of
components, solutions and systems for each of the areas of LPG systems, LPG for leisure time use, oil firing
installations and tank management. The company also supports its customers with specialist services and the
provision of know-how. Established in Ochsenfurt, Germany in the year 1968, the family-owned company is now
based in Marktbreit near Würzburg in Lower Franconia and is managed by Dieter Kleine and Gerald Unger.
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